ART110 - SELF PORTRAITS
PART 1 - SLIDE SHOW & PRESENTATION -“SELF PORTRAITS” BY A WELL KNOWN ARTIST
ASSIGNED WED. JAN 24 - DUE WED. JAN 31 OR FRI. FEB 2 emailed as .pdf - 15 PTS
PART 2 - TWO SELF PORTRAITS INSPIRED BY / COPY OF ANOTHER (WELL KNOWN OR NOT)
ASSIGNED WED. JAN 24 - DUE FRI. FEB 2 OR MON FEB 5 emailed as .pdf - 15 PTS
Objective: Explore in-depth the “genre” of the self portrait and portraits of others.
Note: A portrait is generally = One person. Posing for image. Not in action. No narrative.
Research and Prepare Slideshow, Practise and Present your Slideshow to the class.
Create a multi-part slide show (saved as a pdf) or a written paper - mostly visual (saved as a pdf.)
Each image in the Slideshow should have a title and an year, (possibly media and dimensions)
Complete Slide Show should be at least 12-20 slides
Suggested Outline
Overview of Artist
Their Career - Best Known Works - Era or Style
A - Self Portraits B - Portraits of Others (If applicable)
Role of Portraits and Self Portraits within Career
Additional Points that might be included
Is the artist mostly a portrait artist? Percentage of work that are portraits vs other “subjects” ? =
Such as Still Life- Landscape - City Scene - Interiors - Abstraction - Narrative - Group Scenes - etc.
Number of self portraits found by the artist? 1-5 / 5-10 / 10-20 / 20-40 / 40+
What Art Era or Style or Movement is the artist associated with? If any
What is unique or interesting about this artists work and especially self portraits?
Did “style” “media” “ technique” change during career or stay consistent?
What media are the works done in? sketches - prints - paintings - photos? How Big? What Years?
Who are the subjects of their other portraits? Self - Family - Friends - Royalty - Celebrity - Random
--Selecting An Artist (Should be well enough known to have several articles / webpages about them)
To find an artist whose portraits interest you do Google Image searches with “self portrait” added after name.
From the image click through to the page that may have an article about them and / or their self portraits.
Suggested Artists
“David Hockney Self Portrait” | Andy Warhol | Albrecht Durer | Hans Holbein
Cindy Sherman | Rembrandt | Richard Avedon | Escher | Frieda Kahlo
Chuck Close | Van Gogh | Pablo Picasso | _______________________________
ALSO : See www.ballstudio.net for articles and other starting points for slide show and Personal Self Portrait
Note - For PART 2 - TWO SELF PORTRAITS INSPIRED BY … / OR COPY OF…
The reference artist you are inspired by / copying does not have to be the same as your slide show artist.
(There are hundreds of very interest inspirations online by non-famous artists - see links online for starters)

